
sophisticated level, the kind of 
in Huysmans' A Rebours. The 
roundings has mthing to do 
tante trying to amuse 

connected 
'priate. - I 

THE MYTHOS OF 

The romance is nearest of all literary 
dream, and for that reason it has 
role. In every age the ruling 
project its ideals in some form of roman+, where the virtuous 
heroes and beautiful heroines represent and the villains 
the threats to their ascendancy. This 
chivalric romance in the Middle Ages, 

genuinely 'hroletarian?' dement in 

Renaissance, bourgeois romance since 
revolutionary romanae in contemporary qussia. Yet there is a 

too which is never 
satisfied with its various inmnzations, 
themselves indicate that no matter h 
place in society, romanax mil turn 
looking for new hopes irad desires to 
like quality of romance is marked by 
nostalgia, its search for mme kind 
time or space. There hw ' M r  to 
of Gothic English likratixk, 

poet to writers of our awn day. 
stretches completely awsp its entire histbry, from the Beowulf 

The m n t i a l  element of plot in roma is adventure, which 
means that romance is naturally a and proc.essiona1 
fonn, hence we know it better from from drama. At 
its most naive it is an endless form in wqich a central character 
who never develops or ages goes through fne adventure after an- 
other until the author himself We see this form in 
comic strips, where the central persist for years in a 
state of refrigerated er, no book can rival 
the continuity of the newspaper, and as s+n as romance achieves 
a lit- form, it tends to'limit itself to i( sequence of minor ad- 
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ventures leading up to major or climacteric adventure, usually 
announced from the be ' ning, the completion of which rounds 
off the story. We may 1 this major adventure, the element that i 
gives literary form to the fomance, the quest 

T l ~ e  complete form of the romance is clearly the successful 
quest, and such a comple ed form has three main stages: the stage 
of the penlous journey a d the preliminary minor adventures; the 
crucial struggle, usually one kind of battle in which either the f 
hero or his foe, or both, bust die; and the exaltation of the hero. 
W e  may call these 
the agon or conflict, 
norisis or discovery, 
proved himself to be 
Thus the romance 
through a point 
discovered in 

quest, or successful on hi! third attempt. It is shown more directly 
in the three-day rhythm death, disappearance and revival which 
is found in the myth of ttis and other dying gods, and has been 
incorporated in our East 4 r. 

A quest involving confjict assumes two main characters, a pro- 
tagonist or hero, and an or enemy. (No doubt I should 
add, for the benefit of that I have read the article 
"Protagonist" in Usage.) The enemy 
may be an the romance is 

are bound up with the h4o. Hence the hero of romance is analo- 
gous to the mythical M ssiah or deliverer who comes from an 
upper world, and his en my is analogous to the demonic pow- 
ers of a lower world. Th conflict however takes place in, or at i 
any rate primarily concehs, our world, which is in the middle, 
and which is characterizqd by the cyclical movement of nature. 
Hence the opposite the cycles of nature are assimilated 
to the opposition of and his enemy. The enemy is as- 
sociated with winter, confusion, sterility, moribund life, 



and old age, and the hero with spring, dawn, order, fert'ility, vigor, 
and youth. As 911 the cyclical phenomena can be readily associ- 
ated or identified, it follows that any attempt to prove that a r& 
mantic story does or does not resemble, say, a solar myth, or that 
its hero does or does not resemble a sun-god, is likely to bk a 
waste of time. If it is a story within this general area, cyclical 
imagery is likely to be present, and solar imagery is  oma ally promi- 
nent among cyclical images. If the hero of a romance returns 
from a quest 'disguised, flings off his beggar's rags, and stands forth 
in the resplendent scarlet cloak of the prince, we do not have a 
theme which has necessarily descended from a solar myth; we 
have the literary device of displacement. The hero does something 
which we may or may not, as we like, associate with the myth of 
the sun returning at dawn. If we are reading the story as critics, 
with an eye to structural principles, we shall make the association, 
because the solar analoglqlains why the hero's act is an effective 
and conventional ineicbt. If we are reading the story for fun, we 
need not bother: that is, adme murky "subconscious" factor in our 
response will take care of .the association. 

W e  have distinguish& myth from romance by the hero's power 
of action: in the my& p p e r  he is divine, in the romance proper 
he is human. This distinction is much sharper theologically than 
it is poetically, and myth and romance both belong in the general 
category of mythopoeic literature. The attributing of divinity to 
the chief characters of myth, however, tends to give myth a further 
distinction, already referred to, of occupying a central cunonicd 
position. Most culture =rd certain stories with more reverence 
than others, either because they are thought of as historically true 
or because they have come to bear a heavier weight of conceptual 
meaning. The story of Adam and Eve in Eden has thus a canonical 
position for poets &I our tradition whether thqt believe in its his- 
toricity or not. The reason for &e greater profundity of canonical 
myth is not solely tradition, but the result of the greater degree 
of metaphorical identification that is possible is myth. In literary 
criticism the myth is normally the metaphorical key to the displace- 
ments of romance, hence the importance of the quest-myth of the 
Bible in what follows. But because of the tendency to expurgate 
and moralize in canonical myth, the less inhibited area of legend 
and folk tale often contains an equally great concentration of 
mythical meaning. 
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The central form of quest-romance is the dragon-killing theme 
exemplified in the stories of St. George and Perseus, already re- 
ferred to. A land ruled by a helpless old king is laid waste by a sea- 
monster, to whom one young person after another is offered to be 
devoured, until the lot falls on the king's daughter: at that point 
the hero amves, kills the dragon, marries the daughter, and suc- 
ceeds to the kingdom. Again, as. with comedy, we have a simple 
pattern with many complex elements. The ritual analogies of the 
myth suggest that the monster is the sterility of the land itself, 
and that the sterility of the land is present in the age and impo- 
tence of the king, who is sometimes suffering from an incurable 
malady or wound, like Amfortas in Wagner. His position is that 
of Adonis overcome by the boar of winter, Adonis's traditional 
thigh-wound being as close to castration symbolically as it is 
anatomically. 

In the Bible we have a sea-monster usually named leviathan, 
who is described as the enemy of the Messiah, and whom the Mes- 
siah is destined to kill in the "day of the Lord." The leviathan is 
the source of social sterility, for it is identified with Egypt and 
Babylon, the oppressors of Israel, and is described in the Book of 
Job as 'ting over all the children of pride." It also seems closely 
associated with the natural sterility of the fallen world, with the 
blasted. world of struggle and poverty and disease into which Job 
is hurled by Satan and Adam by the serpent in Eden. In the Book 
of Job God's revelation to Job consists largely of descriptions of the 
leviathan and a slightly less sinister land cousin named behemoth. 
These monsters thus apparently represent the fallen order of nature 
over which Satan has some control. (I am trying to make sense 
of the meaning of the Book of Job as we now have it, on the 
assumption that whoever was responsible for its present version 
had some reason for producing that version. Guesswork about what 
the poem may originally have been or meant is useless, as it is 
only the version we know that has had any influence on our litera- 
ture.) In the Book of Revelation the leviathan, Satan, and the 
Edenic serpent are all identified. This identification is the basis 
for an elaborate dragon-killing metaphor in Christian symbolism 
in which the hero is Christ (often represented in art standing on 
a prostrate monster), the dragon Satan, the impotent old king 
Adam, whose son Christ becomes, and the rescued bride the 
Church. 
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life imprisoned with&-himself, so as the sea he contains the im- 
prisoned life-giving rain waters whose coming marks the spring. 
The monstrous ahimal who swallows all the water in the world 
and is then teased or tricked or forced into disgorging it is a favorite 
of folk tales, and a Mesopotamian version lies close behind the 
story of Creation in Genesis. In many solar myths the sun god 
is represented as sailing in a boat on the surface of our world. 

Lastly, if the leviathan is death, and the hero has to enter the 
body of death, the hero has to die, and if his quest is completed the 
h a 1  stage of it is, cyclically, rebirth, and, dialectically, resurrection. 
In the St. George plays the hero dies in his dragon-fight and is 
brought to life by a doctor, and the same symbolism runs through 
all the dying-god myths. There are thus not three but four dis- 
tinguishable aspects to the quest-myth. First, the agon or conflict 
itself. Second, the pathos or death, often the mutual death of 
hero and monster. Third, the disappearance of the hero, a theme 
which often takes the f m  of wagmos  or tearing to pieces. Some- 
times the hero's body is divided among his followers, as in Eucharist 
symbolism: sometimes it is distributed around the natural world, 
as in the stories of Orphew and more especially Osiris. Fourth, the 
reappearance and recognition of the hero, where sacramental Chris- 
tianity follows the metaphorical logic: those who in the fallen 
world have partaken of their redeemer's divided body are united 
with his risen body. 

The four mythoi that we are dealing with, comedy, romance, 
tragedy, and irony, may be seen as four aspects of a central 
unlfying myth. Agon or mflict is the basis or archetypal theme 
of romance, the radical of m,mance being a sequence of marvellous 
adventures. Pathos or catastrophe, whether in triumph or in d e  
feat, is the archetypal theme of tragedy. Spmagmos, or the sense 
that heroism and effective action are absent, disorganized or fore- 
doomed to defeat, and that confusion and anarchy reign over the 
world, is the archetypal theme of irony and satire. Anagnorisis, or 
recognition of a newborn society rising in triumph around a still 
somewhat mysterious hero and his bride, is the archetypal theme 
of comedy. 

We have spoken of the Messianic hero as a redeemer of society, 
but in the secular quest-romances more obvious motives and re- 
wards for the quest are more common. Often the dragon guards 
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a hoard: the quest for buried treasure has been a central theme of 
romance from the Siegfried cyde to Nostromo, and is unlikely 
to be exhausted yet. Treasure means wealth, which in mythopoeic 
romance often means wealth in its ideal fonns, power and wisdom. 
The lower world, the world inside or behind the guarding dragon, 
is often inhabited by a prophetic sybil, and is a place of oracles 
and secrets, such as Woden was willing to mutilate himself to 
obtain. Mutilation or physical handicap, which combines the 
themes of sparagmos and ritual death, is often the price of unusual 
wisdom or power, as it is in the figure of the crippled smith Wey- 
land or Hephaistos, and in the story of the blessing of Jacob. The 
Arabian Nights are full of stories of what may be called the 
etiology of mutilation. Again, the reward of the quest usually is 
or includes a bride. This bride-figure is ambiguous: her psycho- 
logical connection with the mother in an 0edidus fantasy is more 
insistent than in comedy. She is often to be found in a perilous, 
forbidden, or tabooed place, like Brunnhilde's wall of fire or the 
sleeping beauty's wall of thorns, and she is, of course, often rescued 
from the unwelcome embraces of another and generally older male, 
or from giants or bandits or other usurpers. The removal of some 
stigma from the heroine figures prominently in romance as in 
comedy, and ranges from the 'loathly lady" theme of Chaucer's 
Wife of Bath's Tale to the forgiven harlot of the Book of Hosea. 
The "black but comely" bride of the Song of Songs belongs in 
the same complex. 

The quest-romance has analogies to both rituals and dreams, 
and the rituals examined by Frazer and the dreams examined by 
Jung show the remarkable similarity in form that we should expect 
of two symbolic structures analogous to the same thing. Trans- 
lated into dream terms, the quest-romance is the search of the 
Iibido or desiring self for a fulfilment that will deliver it from the 
anxieties of reality but wiIl still contain that reality. The antago- 
nists of the quest are often sinister figures, giants, ogres, witches 
and magicians, that clearly have a parental origin; and yet redeemed 
and emancipated paternal figures are involved too, as they are in 
the psychological quests of both Freud and Jung. Translated into 
ritual terms, the quest-romance is the victory of fertility over the 
waste land. Fertility means food and drink, bread and wine, body 
and blood, the union of male and female. The precious objects 
brought back from the quest, or seen or obtained as a result of it, 
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sometimes combine the ritual and the psychological associations. 
The Holy Grail, for instance, is connected with Christian Eucharist 
symbolism; it is related to or descended from a miraculous food- 
provider like the cornucopia, and, like other cups and hollow 
vessels, it has female sexual affinities, its masculine counterpart 
being, we are told, the bleeding lance. The pairing of solid food 
and liquid refreshment recurs in the edible tree and the water 
of life in the Biblical apocalypse. 

We may take the first book of The Faerie Queene as representing 
perhaps the closest following of the Biblical quest-romance theme 
in English literature: it is closer even than The Pilgrim's Progress, 
which resembles it because they both resemble the Bible. Attempts 
to compare Bunyan and Spenser without reference to the Bible, 
or to trace their similarities to a common origin in secular romance, 
are more or less perverse. In Spenser's account of the quest of St. 
George, the patron saint of England, the protagonist represents the 
Christian Church in England, and hence his quest is an imitation 
of that of Christ. Spenser's Redcross Knight is led by the lady 
Una (who is veiled in black) to the kingdom of her parents, which 
is being laid waste by a dragon. The dragon is of somewhat unusual 
size, at least allegorically. W e  are told that Una's parents held "all 
the world" in their control until the dragon "Forwasted all their 
l a d ,  and them expelled." Una's parents are Adam and Eve; their 
kingdom is Eden or the unfallen world, and the dragon, who is 
the entire fallen world, is identified with the leviathan, the serpent 
of Eden, Satan, and the beast of Revelation. Thus St. George's 
mission, a repetition of that of Christ, is by killing the dragon to 
raise Eden in the wilderness and restore England to the status of 
Eden. The association of an ideal England with Eden, assisted'by 
legends pf a happy island in the western ocean and by the similarity 
of the Hesperides story to that of Eden, runs through English litera- 
ture at least from the end of Greene's Friur Bacon to Blake's "Jeru- 
salem" hymn. St. George's wanderings with Una, or without her, 
are parallel to the wandering of the Israelites in the wilderness, 
between Egypt and the Promised Land, bearing the veiled ark of 
the covenant and yet ready to worship a golden calf. 

The battle with the dragon lasts, of course, three days: at the 
end of each of the first two days St. George is beaten back and 
is strengthened, first by the water of life, then by the tree of life. 
These represent the two sacraments which the reformed church 

accepted; they are the two features of the garden of Eden to be 
restored to man in the apocalypse, and they have also a more gen- 
eral Eucharist connection. St. George's emblem is a red cross on 
a white ground, which is the flag borne by Christ in traditional 
iconography when he returns in triumph from the prostrate dragon 
of helL The red and white symbolize the two aspects of the risen 
body, flesh and blood, bread and wine, and in Spenser they have 
a historical connection with the union of red and white roses in 
the reigning hkad of the church. The link between the sacramental 
and the sexual aspects of the red and white symbolism is indicated 
in alchemy, with which Spenser was clearly acquainted, in which 
a crucial phase of the production of the elixir of immortality is 
known as the union of the red king and the white queen. 

The characterization of romance follows its general dialectic 
structure, which means that subtlety and complexity are not much 
favored. Characters tend to be either for or against the quest. If 
they assist it they are idealized as simply gallant or pure; if they 
obstruct it they are caricatured as simply villainous or cowardly. 
Hence every typical character in romance tends to have his moral 
opposite confronting him, like black and white pieces in a chess 
@me. In romance the "white" pieces who strive for the quest corre- 
spond to the &ton group in comedy, though the word is no longer 
app~opriate~ as irony has lit& pIace in romance. Romance has a 
counterpart to the benevolent retreating eiron of comedy in its 
figure of the " O I ~  wise man," as Jung calls him, like Prospao, Mer- 
lin, or the palmer of Spenser's seeond quest, often a magician who 
affects the action he watdm wer. The Arthur of The F&'e 
Queene, though not an old man, has this function. He has a 
feminine counterpart in the sibylline wise mother-figure, often a 
potential bride like Solveig in Peer Gynt, who sits quietly at home 
waiting for the hero to finish his wanderings and come back to her. 
This latter figure is often the lady for whose sake or at whose bid- 
ding the quest is performed: she is represented by the Faerie 
Queine in Spenser and by Athene in the Perseus story. These are 
the king and queen of the white, pieces, though their power of 
movement is of course reversed in actual chess. The disadvantage 
of making the queen-figure the hero's mistress, in anything more 
than a political sense, is that she spoils his fun with the distressed 
damsels he meets on his journey, wbo are often enticingly tied 
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naked to rocks or trees, like Andromeda or ~ n ~ e l i c a  in Ariosto. A be brought to serve the hero, like Crusoe's Friday, but retain the 
polarization may thus be set up between the lady of duty and the inscrutability of their origin. As servants or friends of the hero, 
lady of pleasure-we have already glanced at a late development they impart the mysterious rapport with nature that so often marks 
of this in the light and dark heroines of Victorian rdmance. One the c f ~ ~ t r a l  figure of romance. The paradox that many of these 
simple way out is to make the former the latter's mother-in-lsw: children of nature are "supernatural" beings is not as distressing 
a theme of reconcilbtion after enmity and jealousy most commonly in mnance as in logic. The helpful fairy, the grateful dead man, 
results, as in the relations of Psyche and Venus in Apuleius. Where the ~ ~ n d e r f u l  servant who has just the abilities the hero needs 
there is no reconciliation, the older female remains sinister, the . in a crisis, are all folk tale commonplaces. They are romantic in- 
cruel stepmother of folk tale. tensifications of the comic tricky sIave, the authbr's architedus. 

The evil magician and the witch, Spenser's Archimago and In James 'I'hurber's The Thirteen Clocks this character type is 
Duessa, are the black king and queen. The latter is appropriately called the "Golux," and there is no reason why the word should not 
called by Jung the "terrible mother," and he associates her with be adopted as a critical term. 
the fear of incest and with such hags as Medusa who seem to have In romance, as in comedy, there seem to be four poles of char- 
a suggestion of erotic perversion about them. The redeemed figures, acterization. The struggle of the hero with his enemy corresponds 
apart from the bride, are generally too weak to be strongly charac- to the comic contest of eiron and &on. In the nature-spirits just 
terized. The faithful m p a n i o n  or shadow figure of the hero has referred to we find the parallel in romance to the buffoon or master 
his opposite in the traitorI the heroine her opposite in the siren of ceremonies in comedy: that is, their function is to intensify and 
or beau~ful witch, the dragon his opposite in the friendly or help- provide a focus for the romantic mood. It remains to be seen if 
ing animals that are so mnspicuous in romance, among which the there is a character in romance corresponding to the agroikos type 
horse who gets the hero to his quest has naturally a central place, in comedy, the refuser of festivity or rustic clown. 
The conflict of son a;nd &the1 that we noted in comedy recurs in 
romance: in the Bible the second Adam comes to the rescue of the Such a character would call attention to realistic aspects of life, 
first one, and in the Grail cycle the pure son Galahad accomplishes Iike fear in the presence of danger, which threaten the unity of 

what his impure father Lancelot failed in. the romantic mood. St. George and Una in Spenser are accom- 
 he characters who .dude the moral antithesis of heroism and pnied by a dwarf who carries a bag of "needments.'* He is not a 

villainy generally are as suggest spirits' of nature. They represent traitor, like the other bag-carrier Judas Iscariot, but he is "fearful," 

partly the moral wutPality of the intermediate world of nature and urges retreat when the going is difficult. This dwarf .with his 

and paray a world d mystery which is glimpsed but never seen, and needments represents, in the dream world of romance, the shrunken 
which retreats when approached. Among female characters of this and wizened form of practical waking reality: the more realistic 

are the shy nymphs of Classical legends and the elusive half- the story, the more important such a figure would become, until, 
wild cfeatures who might be called daughter-figures, and include when we reach the opposite pole in Don Quixote, he achieves his 
Spens& florimell, Hawthorne's Pearl, Wagner's Kundry, and Hud- apotheosis as Sancho Panza. In other romances we find fools and 
son's Rims. Their male counterparts have a little more variety. Kip jesters who are licensed to show fear or make realistic comments, 
ling's Mowgli is the best known of the wild boys; a green man lurked and who provide a localized safety valve for realism without allow- 
in the forests of medieval England, appearing as Robin Hood and as ing it to disrupt the conventions of romance. In Malory a simdar 
the knight of Gamin's adventure; the "salvage man," represented role is assumed by Sir Dinadan, who, it is carefully explained, is 
in spenser by ~ a w n e ,  is a Renaissance favorite, and the awkward really a gallant knight as well as a jester: hence when he makes 
but faithful giant with unkempt hair has shambled amiably through jokes "the king and Launcelot laughed that they might not sit"- 
romance for centuries. the suggestion of excessive and hysterical laughter being psycho- 

such characters are, more or less, children of nature, who can logically very much to the point. 
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Romance, like comedy, has six isolatable phases, and as it moves 
from the tragic to the comic area, the first three are parallel to 
the first three phases of tragedy and the second three to the second 
three phases of comedy, already examined from the a w i c  point 
of view. The phases form a cyclical sequence in a romantic ~&o's  
life. C 

The first phase is the myth of the birth of the hero, the mor- 
phology of which has been studied in some detail in folklore. This 
myth is often associated with a flood, the regular symbol of the 
beginning and the end of a cycle. The infant hero is often placed 
in an ark or chest 'floating on the sea, as in the story of Perseus; 
from there he drifts to land, as in the exordium to Beowutf, or is 
rescued from among reeds and bulrushes on a river bank, as in the 
story of Moses. A landscape of water, boat, and reeds appears at 
the beginning of Dante's journey up the mount of Purgatory, 
where there are many saggations that the soul is in that stage a 
newborn infant. On dry h d  the infant may be rescued either 
from or by an animal, and many heroes are nurtured by animals 
in a forest during their nonage. When Gmthe's Faust begins to 
look for his Helena, he searches in the reeds of the Peneus, and 
then finds a centaur who .carried her to safety on his back when 
she was a child. 

Psychologically, this irnagc is related to the embryo in the womb, 
the world of the unborn afkn being thought of as liquid; anthropo- 
logically, it is related to the /mage of seeds of new 'life bu+d in a 
dead world of snow or swamp. The dragon's treasure hoard is closely 
linked with this mysterious infant life enclosed in a chest. The fact 
that the real source of wealth is potential fertility or new life, 
vegetable or human, has run through romance from ancient myths 
to Ruskin's King of the Golden River, Ruskin's treatment of wealth 
in his economic works being essentially a commentary on this fairy 
tale. A similar association of treasure hoard and infant life appears 
in more plausible guise in Silas Mamer. The long literary history 
of the theme of mysterious parentage from Euripides to Dickens 
has already been mentioned. 

In the Bible the end of a historical cycle and the birth of a new 
one is marked by parallel symbols. First we have a universal deluge 
and an ark, with the potency of all future life contained in it, float- 
ing on the waters; then we have the story of the Egyptian host 
drowned in the Red Sea and the Israelites set free to carry their 
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ark through the wilderness, an image adopted by Dante as the basis 
of his purgatorial symbolism. The New Testament begins with an 
infant in a manger, and the tradition of depicting the world outside 
as sunk in snow relates the Nativity to the same archetypal phase. 
Images of returning spring soon follow: the rainbow in the Noah 
story, the bringing of water out of a rock by Moses, the baptism of 
Christ, all show the turning of the cycle from the wintry water of 
death to the reviving waters of life. The providential birds, the 
raven and dove in the Noah story, the ravens feeding Elijah in the 
wilderness, the dove hovering over Jesus, belong to the same com- 
plex Often, too, there is a search for the child, who has to be hidden 

away in a secret place. The hero being of mysterious origin, his 
true paternity is often concealed, and a false fafher appears who 
seeks the child's death. This is the role of Acrisius in the Perseus 
story, of the Cronos of Hesiodic myth who tries to swallow his 
children, of the child-killing Pharaoh in the Old Testament, and 
of Herod in the New. In later fiction he often modulates to the 
usurping wicked uncle who appears several times in Shakespeare. 
The mother is thus often the victim of jealousy, persecuted or 
calumniated like the mother of Perseus or like Constance in the 
Man of @w's Tale. This version is very close psychologically to the 
theme of the rivalry of the son and a hateful father for possession 
of the mother. The theme of the calumniated girl ordered out of 
the house with her child by a cruel father, generally into the snow, 
still drew tears from audiences of Victorian melodramas, and lit- 
erary developments of the theme of the hunted mother in the same 
period extend from Eliza crossing the ice in Uncle Tom's Cabin 
to Adqm Bede and Far from the Madding Crowd. The false mother, 
the celebrated cruel stepmother, is also common: her victim is of 
course usually female, and the resulting conflict is portrayed in 
many ballads and folktales of the Cinderella type. The true father 
is sometimes represented by a wise old man or teacher: this is the 
relation of Prospero to Ferdinand, as well as of Chiron the centaur 
to Achilles. The double of the true mother appears in the daughter 
of Pharaoh who adopts Moses. In more realistic modes the cruel 
parent speaks with the voice of, or takes the form of, a narrow- 
minded public opinion. 

The second phase brings us to the innocent youth of the hero, 
a phase most familiar to us from the story of Adam and Eve in 
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Eden before the ~ a i .  In literature this phase presents a p & d  
and Arcadian world, g e k I l y  a pleasant wooded landscape, full 
of glades, shaddd valleys, murmuring brooks, the moon, and other 
images closely linked with the feplale or maternal aspect of sexual 
imagery. Its heraldic colors are green and gold, traditionally 'the 
colors of vanishing youth: one thinks of Sandburg's poem Between 
Two WorZds. It  is often a world of magic or desirable law, and it 
tends to center on a youthful hero, still overshadowed by parents, 
surrounded by youthful companions. The archetype of erotic in- 
nocence is less commonly marriage than the kind of "chaste" love 
that precedes marriage; the love of brother for sister, or of two boys 
for each other. Hence, though in later phases it is often recalled as 
a lost happy time or Golden Age, the sense of being close to a moral 
taboo is very frequent, as it is of course in the Eden story itself. 
Johnson's Russelas, Poe's Eleanora, and Blake's Book of The1 in- 
troduce us to a kind of prison-Paradise or unborn world from which 
the central characters long to escape to a lower world, and the same 
feeling of malaise and longing to enter a world of action recurs in 
the most exhaustive treatment of the phase in English literature, 
Keats's Endymion. 

The theme of the sexual barrier in this phgse takes many f m s :  
the serpent of the Eden story recurs in 6 m  Mdnsiom, and a bar- 
rier of fire separates Amoret in Spenser from her lover Scuhou r .  
At the end of the Burguforio the soul reaches again its unfanen 
childhood or lost GQlden Age, and Dante consequently finds him- 
self in the garden of Eden, separated from the young girl Matelda 
by the river Lethe. The divjhg river recurs in William Morris's 
curious story The Sundering Flood, where an arrow shot over it has 
to do for the symbol of sexual contact. In Kubh Khm, which is 
closely related both to the Eden story in Puradise Lost and to Ras- 
s eh ,  a "sacred river" is closely followed by the distant vision of a 
singing damsel. Melviie7s P k e  opens with a sardonic parody of 
this phase, the hero still dominated by his mother but calling her 
his sister. A good deal of the imagery of this world may be found in 
the sixth book of The F&etie Queene, especially in the stories of 
Tristram and Pastorella. 

The third phase is the normal quest theme that we have been 
discussing, and needs no further comment at this point. The fourth 
phase corresponds to the fourth phase of comedy, in which the 
happier society is more or less visible throughout the action instead 
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of emerging only in the last few moments. In romance the central 
theme of this phase is that of the maintaining of the integrity of 
the innocent world against the assault of experience. It thus often 
takes the form of a moral allegory, such as we have in Milton's 
Comus, Bunyan's Holy Wq and many morality plays, including 
The Castell of Persevermnce. The much simpler scheme of the 
Canterbury Tdes, where the only conflict is to preserve the mood 
of holiday and festivity against bickering, seems for some reason to 
be less frequent. 

The integrated body to be defended may be individual or social, 
or both. The individual aspect of it is presented in the allegory of 
temperance in the second book of The Faerie Queene, which forms 
a natural sequel to the first book, dealing as it does with the more 
difficult theme of consolidating heroic innocence in this world after 
the first great quest has been completed. Guyon, the knight of tem- 
perance, has as his main antagonists Acrasia, the mistress of the 
Bower of Bliss, and Mammon. These represent "Beauty and 
money," in their aspects as instrumental goods perverted into ex- 
ternal goals. The temperate mind contains its good within itself, 
continence being its prerequisite, hence it belongs to what we have 
called the innocent world. The intemperate mind seeks its good in 
the external object of the world of experience. Both temperance 
and intemperance could be called natural, but one belongs to na- 
ture as an order and the other to nature as a fallen world. Comus's 
temptation of the Lady is based on a similar ambiguity in the mean- 
ing of nature. A central image in this phase of romance is that of 
the beleaguered castle, represented in Spenser by the House of 
Alma, which is described in terms of the economy of the human 
body. 

The social aspect of the same phase is treated in the fifth book 
of The Faerie Queene, the legend of justice, where power is the 
prerequisite of justice, corresponding to continence in relation to 
temperance. Here we meet, in the vision of Isis and Osiris, the 
fourth-phase image of the monster tamed and controlled by the 
virgin, an image which appears episodically in Book One in con- 
nection with Una, who tames satyrs and a lion. The Classical proto- 
type of it is the Gorgon's head on the shield of Athene. The theme 
of invincible innocence or virginity is associated with similar images 
in literature from the child leading the beasts of prey in Isaiah to 
Marina in the brothel in Pericles, and it reappears in later fictions 
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in which an truculent hero is brought to heel $ the 
heroine. An ironic parody of the same theme forms the basis of 
Aristophanes' 'Ly5is2Tdfd. 

The fifth phase corresponds to the fifth phase of comedy, and 
like it is a reflective, idyllic view of experience from above, in which 
the m o m e n t  ofdhe natural cycle has usually a prominent place. 
It deals with a world very similar to that of the second phase except 
that the mood is a contemplative withdrawal from or sequel to 
action rather than a youthful preparation for it. It is, like the sec- 
ond phase, an erotic world, but it presents experience as compre- 
hended and not as a mystery. This is the world of most of Morris's 

, 
roniances, of Hawthorne's Blithedda Romance, of the mature in- 
nocent wisdom of The Franklin's Ttle, and of most of the imagery 
of the third book of The Fmie Queene. In this last, as well as in 
the late Shakespearean romances, notably PeTicles, and even The 
Tempest, we notice a tendency to the moral stratification of char- 
acters. The true lovers aEe on top of a hierarchy of what might be 
called erotic imitation% ping down through the various grades of 
lust and passion to m i o n  (Argante and Oliphant in Spenser; 
Antiochus and his day$& in Pericles). Such an arrangement of 
characters is consisM wifi the detached and contmnp1Btive view 
of society taken in &h p h e .  

The sixth or p ~ m ' p h a s e  is the last phase of romance as of 
comedy. In comedy it shows the comic society W i n g  up into 
small units or individtkll$; in romance it marks the end of a mwe- 
ment from active to ~ll.a.templative adventure. A central image of 
this phase, a favorite d Yeats, is that of the old man in the tower, 
the lonely hermit absorbed in occult or magical studies. On a more 
popular and social level it: hkes in what might be called cuddle fic- 
tion: the romance that is physically associated with comfortable . 

beds or chairs around fireplaces or warm and cosy spots generally. 
A characteristic feature of this phase is the tale in quotation marks, 
where we have an opening setting with a small group of congenial 
people, and then the real story told by one of the members. In The 
Turn of the Screw a large party is, telling ghost stories in a country 
house; then some people leave, and a much smaller and more in- 
timate circle gathers around the crucial tale. The opening dis- 
missal of catechumens is thoroughly in the spirit and conventions 
of this phase. The effect of such devices is to present the story 
through a relaxed and contemplative haze as something that enter- 
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tains us without, so to speak, confronting us, as direct tragedy con- 
fronts us. 

Collections of tales based on a symposium device like the De- 
Cameron belong here. Morris's Earthly Paradise is a very pure ex- 
ample of the same phase: there a number of the great archetypal 
myths of Greek and Northern culture are personified as a group of 
old men who forsook the world during the Middle Ages, refusing 
to be made either kings or gods, and who now interchange their 
myths in an ineffectual land of dreams. Here the themes of the 
lonely old men, the intimate group, and the reported tale are 
linked. The calendar arrangement of the tales links it also with the 
symbolism of the natural cycle. Another and very concentrated 
treatment of the phase is Virginia Woolf's Between the Acts, 
where a play representing the history of English life is acted before 
a group. The history is conceived not only as a progression but as 
a cycle of which the audience is the end, and, as the Iast page in- 
dicates, the beginning as weU 

From Wagner's Ring to science fiction, we may notice an increas- 
ing popularity of the flood archetype. This usually takes the form 
of some cosmic disaster destroying the whole fictional society ex- 
cept a small group, which begins life anew in some sheltered spot. 
The affinities of this theme to that of the cosy group which has 
managed to shut the rest of the world out are clear enough, and it 
brings us around again to the image of the mysterious newborn 
infant floating on the sea. 

One important detail in poetic symbolism remains to be con- 
sidered. This is the symbolic presentation of the point at which,the 
undisplaced apocalyptic world and the cyclical world of nature 
come into alignment, and which we propose to call the point of 
epiphany. Its most common settings are the mountain-top, the 
island, the tower, the lighthouse, and the ladder or staircase. Folk 
tales and mythologies are full of stories of an original connection 
between heaven or the sun and earth. We have ladders of arrows, 
ropes pecked in two by mischievous birds, and the like: such stories 
are often analogues of the Biblical stories of the Fall, and survive 
in Jack's beanstalk, Rapunzel's hair, and even the curious bit of 
floating folklore known as the Indian rope trick. The movement 
from one world to the other may be symbolized by the golden tire 
that descends from the sun, as in the mythical basis of the Danae 
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story, and by-ib Euman response, the fire kindled on the sacrikial only in the final stanza of the poem does the real apocalyptic world 
altar. me bug'' in Poe's story, which reminds us that the 
Egyptian s a a b  was a solar emblem, is dropped from above on the The distinction of levels here implies that there may be analo- 
end of a string through the eyehole of a skull on a tree and falls on gous forms of the point of epiphany. For instance, it may be pre- 
top of a buried treasure: the archetype here is d0Sely related the m~ ted  in erotic terms as a place of sexual fulfilment, where fiere 
complex of image; we are dealing with, especially to some.al*emi- is no apocalyptic vision but simply a sense of arriving at the summit 
cal versions of it. of experience in nabre. This natural form of the point of epiphany 

I~ the Bible we have Jacob's ladder, which in P A U ~ ~  Lost is is called in Spenser the Gardens of Adonis. It recurs under fiat 
associated with Milton's cosmological diagram of a spherical cos- name in Keats's Endyrnion and is the world entered by the lovers at 
mas hanging from heaven with a hole in the top. There are several the end of Shelley's Revolt of Islam. The Gardens of.Adonis, like 
mountain-top epiphanies in the Bible, the Transfiguration being Eden in Dante, are a place of seed, into which everything subject 
the most notable, and the mountain vision of Pisgah, the end of to the cyclical order of nature enters at death and proceeds from 
the through the wilderness from which Moses saw the distant at birth. Milton's early poems are, like the Mutabilik cantoes, 
Promised Land, is typologically linked. As long as poets accepted full of the sense of a distinction between nature as a divinely sane- 
the Pto]emaic universe, the natural place fpr the point of epiphany timed order, the nature of the music of the spheres, and nature 
was a rnountain-top just under the moon, the lowest havenly as a fallen and largely chaotic world. The former is symbolized by 
body, Purgatory in Dante is an enormous mountain with a path the Gardens of Adonis in Comus, from whence the attendant spirit 
ascending spirally around it, on top of which, as the p i l ~  gradu- descends to watch over the Lady. The central image of this arche- 
ally recovers his lost innocence and casts off his original sin, is the type7 Venus watching over Adonis, is (to use a modern distinction) 

of Eden. It is at this point that the prodigious apm1YPtic the analogue in terms of Era to the Madonna and Son in fie 

epipbny of the closing cantos of the .Purgdorio is achieved. The 
sense of being betwek an apocalyptic world above and a ~ c l f a l  

below is present to% as from the garden of Eden all seeds of 
life fall back into the world, while human life passes On. 

In The Fmie  Que- there is a Pisgah vision in the first book, 
*hen St. George climb the mountain of contemplation and sws 
the ha-ly city from a distance. As the dragon he has to kill is 
the faa world, there is a I w I  of the allegory in which his dragon 
is the space between himself and the distant city. In the correspond- 
ing episode of Ariosto the link between the mountain-top and the 
sphere of the moon is clearer. But Spenser's fullest treatment of 
fie theme is the brilliant metaphysical comedy known as the Mut- 
dilifie Cmtoes, where the conflict of being and becoming, Jove 
and Mutability, order and change, is resolved at the sphere of the 
moon. Mutability's evidence consists of the cyclical movements of 
nature, but this evidence is turned against her and proved to be a 
principle of order in nature instead of mere change. In this poem 
the relation of the heavenly bodies to the apocalyptic world is not 
metaphorical identification, as it is, at least as a poetic convention, 
in Dante's Pmadiso, but likeness: they are still within nature, and 
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rnented by &e &nacle of the temple, from which ~athn fa* bm~use the order of nature is present. However thickly str- a 
away as Jme remains motionless on top of i t  fall of tragedy may be with ghosts, portents, witches, or oracles, we know 

us fie point of epiphany is also the top of the w h d  that the tragic hero cannot simply rub a lamp and summofi a genie 
,.. of &e point from which the tragic hero U. This ironic to get him out of his trouble. , Of the p i n t  of epiphany occurs in the Bible in the 08 the Like comedy, tragedy is best and most easily studied in drama, 

Tower of Babel. but it is not confined to drama, nor to actions that end in disaster. 
m e  Ptolemaic cosmos eventually disappeared, but the p i n t  of Plays that are usually called or classified with tragedies end in 

n&, though in mare recent literature it is often ironi- serenity, like Cymbeline, or even joy, like Alcestis or Racine's 
or brought to terms with dmvlds  for cred$% Estha, Or in an ambiguous mood that is hard to define, like Phi- 

iq,. hllowkg for this, one m y  still see the.saine archetype in the Zoctetes. On the other hand, while a predominantly sambre mood 
final momtain-top scene of Ibsen's When We Dmd Awaken and forms part of the unity of the tragic structure, concentrating on 
in fie mba.1 i m a ~  of Virginia Woolf's TO fie L&htbme. In mood does not intensify the tragic effect: if it did, Tjhs AndTonjcus 
the lam poetry of Ye& and Eliot it becomes a central un+ng might well be the most powerful of Shakespeare's tragedies. The 
image. such ti&s as The Tower and The Winding St& indicate source of tragic effect must be sought, as Aristotle pointed out, in 
its impodnce for Yea& and the lunar wboIism and the aPoca- the tragic mythos or plot-structure. 
lyptic i e e r y  of The Town and Sailing to mdb both It is a commonplace of criticism that comedy tends to deal with 
thorou@y consis-t. 1n m o t  it is the flame reached in the characters in a social group, whereas tragedy is more conenbated 
sermon t$ The Wac Ldn4 in contrast to the natural @e which on a single individua1. W e  have given reasons in the first essay for 
is sgrnbked by mter, and it is also th. "rnulHoliate xS~'~ of thinkkg that the typical tragic hero is somewhere the di- 
The &&w Mm: ~$bh w8C!m@ 5 b0k. a$ain ae vine and the "all too human." This must be true even of dying gods: 

winding stair, and Littb G%&&$ to tbc b i a g  rosi Prometheus, being a god, cannot die, but he suffers for his sympathy 
where &ere is a &wending m ~ ~ a a t  d fire ~gnnbo.bd by the with the "dying ones" (brotoi) or "mortal" men, and suffer- 
p m w l  tong- d Barn and an m d b g  w~I*  by h g  ha; something subdivine about i t  The tragic hero is very g a t  
Herenha' pyre and~shir t  of h e . "  . as compared with US, but there is something else, something on 

the side of him opposite the audience, compared to which he is 
THE AUTUMN: TRAGEDY ' small. This something else may be called Cod, gods, fate, accident, 

as M &isf;otle, the theory of tragedy is in wn- fortune, nec&sity, circupstance, or any combination of these, but 

sidmblg better shape Phrs the other three m m  and we can whatever it is the tragic hero is our mediator with it. 

deal with it more briefly, as the ground is more familiar. Without The tragic hero is typically on top of the wheel of fortune, half- 

t d y ,  .a liknry fibions might be plausibly explained as WreS- way between human society on the ground and the something 

sions of emotional attachments, &ether of wish-fulfilment 01 of greater in the sky. Prometheus, Adam, and Christ hang b&ween 

r e p w s c e :  the tragic fiction guarantees, so to a d K i o t a e d  heaven 2nd earth, between a worId of paradid freedom and a world 
of bondage. Tragic heroes are SO much the highest points in fieir . gufiq in litemq experience. I t  is largely through the tragFdies of 

Gr& d t u r e  that the s m  of the authentic natural basis of hu- human landscape that they seem the inevitable conductors of fie 

man comes into literature. In romance the characters are 
' Power about them, great trees more likely to be struck by lightning 

than a clump of grass. Conductors may of course be instruments a bedy dram-&ax@~;  in satire they tend to be caricatures; as well as victims of the divine lightning: Milton's Samson desbOys 
in tm act-ions are twisted to fit the demands of a happy the Philistine temple with himself, and Hamlet nearly exte&tes 
ending. In full ~ g e d y  the main charactm are emancipated from the Danish court in his own fall. Something of N i e t z s ~ h ~ ' ~  moun- 
dream, an which is at  the same time a r e s e o n ,  tain-top air of transvaluation clings to the tragic hero: his thoughts 
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